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QUESTION 1

All objects in .NET inherit from which item? 

A. a reference type 

B. the System.Type class 

C. a value type 

D. the System.Object class 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

This question requires that you evaluate the underlined text to determine if it is correct. 

Internet Information Services (IIS) must be installed on the client computers in order to run a deployed ASP.NET
application. 

Select the correct answer if the underlined text does not make the statement correct. Select "No change is needed" if
the underlined text makes the statement correct. 

A. No change is needed 

B. computer that hosts the application 

C. computer that you plan to deploy from 

D. Application Layer Gateway Service 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

You are creating the necessary variables for an application. The data you will store in these variables has the following
characteristics: 

Consists of numbers 

Includes numbers that have decimal points 

Requires more than seven digits of precision 

You need to use a data type that will minimize the amount of memory that is used. 

Which data type should you use? 

A. 
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Decimal 

B. 

Single 

C. 

Byte 

D. 

Double 

Correct Answer: D 

The double keyword signifies a simple type that stores 64-bit floating-point values. Precision: 15-16 digits 

 

QUESTION 4

The purpose of a constructor in a class is to: 

A. Initialize an object of that class. 

B. Release the resources that the class holds. 

C. Create a value type. 

D. Inherit from the base class. 

Correct Answer: A 

Each value type has an implicit default constructor that initializes the default value of that type. 

 

QUESTION 5

You execute the following code. 

How many times will the word Hello be printed? 

A. 49 

B. 50 

C. 51 
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D. 100 

Correct Answer: B 

The mod operator computes the remainder after dividing its first operand by its second. All numeric types have
predefined remainder operators. In this case the reminder will be nonzero 50 times (for i with values 1, 3, 5,..,99). 

 

QUESTION 6

You create an application that uses Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP). 

Which technology provides information about the application\\'s functionality to other applications? 

A. Web Service Description Language (WSDL) 

B. Extensible Application Markup Language (XAML) 

C. Common Intermediate Language (CIL) 

D. Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration (UDDI) 

Correct Answer: A 

WSDL is often used in combination with SOAP and an XML Schema to provide Web services over the Internet. A client
program connecting to a Web service can read the WSDL file to determine what operations are available on the server.
Any special datatypes used are embedded in the WSDL file in the form of XML Schema. The client can then use SOAP
to actually call one of the operations listed in the WSDL file using for example XML over HTTP. 

 

QUESTION 7

You have the following flowchart: 
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Use the drop-down menus to select the answer choice that completes each statement Each correct selection is worth
one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 8

The following functions are defined: 
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What does the console display after the following line? Printer(2) 

A. 210 

B. 211 

C. 2101 

D. 2121 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

You have a class named Truck that inherits from a base class named Vehicle. The Vehicle class includes a protected
method named brake (). How should you call the Truck Class implementation of the brake () method? 

A. Mybase.brake () 

B. Truck.brakef) 

C. Vehicle.brake() 

D. Me.brake () 

Correct Answer: A 

The MyBase keyword behaves like an object variable referring to the base class of the current instance of a
class.MyBase is commonly used to access base class members that are overridden or shadowed in a derived class. 

 

QUESTION 10

This question requires that you evaluate the underlined text to determine if it is correct. 

Converting a value type to a reference type in an object is called boxing. 

Select the correct answer if the underlined text does not make the statement correct. Select "No change is needed" if
the underlined text makes the statement correct. 

A. No change is needed 

B. unboxing 
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C. interfacing 

D. mapping 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

You are creating an application that presents the user with a Windows Form. Which event is triggered each time the
Windows Form receives focus? 

A. Load 

B. Enter 

C. Activated 

D. paint 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

You are creating a routine that will perform calculations by using a repetition structure. You need to ensure that the
entire loop executes at least once. Which looping structure should you use? 

A. For 

B. While 

C. Do,,While 

D. For. ,,Each 

Correct Answer: C 

In a Do..While loop the test is at the end of the structure, so it will be executed at least once. 

 

QUESTION 13

What is displayed when you attempt to access a Web service by using a Web browser? 

A. a visual depiction of your preliminary connection to the Web service 

B. a listing of methods that are available in the Web service 

C. an error page explaining that you have accessed the Web service incorrectly 

D. a directory listing of the Web services application structure 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 14

This question requires that you evaluate the underlined text to determine if it is correct. 

The duplication of code so that modifications can happen in parallel is known as separating. 

Select the correct answer if the underlined text does not make the statement correct. Select "No change is needed\\'\\' if
the underlined text makes the statement correct. 

A. No change is needed 

B. branching 

C. merging 

D. splitting 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

This question requires that you evaluate the underlined text to determine if it is correct. 

Converting a value type to a reference type in an object is called boxing. 

Select the correct answer if the underlined text does not make the statement correct. Select "No change is needed" if
the underlined text makes the statement correct. 

A. No change is needed 

B. unboxing 

C. interfacing 

D. mapping 

Correct Answer: A 
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